“Imagining and Re-imagining Diversity at Temple” Symposium
October 28, 2014
8:00 am - 4:30 pm
MBA Commons, Alter Hall
Montgomery and Liacouras Walk

8:00 am – 12:00 Noon
• **SPEAK OUT!** Five Conversation Stations open for your drop-in participation throughout the morning on various aspects of diversity:
  
  o What are your diversity concerns, experiences and questions? Talk to a listening team member and/or write your ideas anonymously on an index card at the various stations and receive a stamped ticket. Participate at a minimum of three stations to enter the noon raffle for a tablet computer!

• Artistic performances by Temple University students

9:00 am - 9:30 am
• **Professor Tricia Jones:** Welcome and Reading of Provost’s Greeting
• **Professor Karen M. Turner:** The Impetus for the Diversity symposium
• **Professor Elizabeth L. Sweet:** Introduction of Professor Karen Umemoto, Symposium Facilitator
• **Professor Karen Umemoto:** Symposium Overview

12:00 pm – 12:05 pm
• Drawing #1 for tablet computer #1 of 2: must have at least three Conversation Station stamps to enter raffle

12:15 pm -12:45 pm (Go to Paley Library)
• Lunch and Small Group Discussions in the Paley Library Lecture Hall, Ground Floor, 1210 Polett Walk

1:00 pm (back to MBA Commons)
• **Chancellor Richard Englert:** Introduction of Mayor Michael Nutter, City of Philadelphia

1:10 pm
• **The Honorable Michael Nutter, Mayor, City of Philadelphia**

*What is the significance of diversity in a metropolis like Philadelphia?*
1:30 pm - 2:30 pm
• Facilitator Karen Umemoto begins group dialogue on diversity using PowerPoint of data from SPEAK OUT! Conversation Stations

2:30 pm - 3:15 pm
• Ken Lawrence, Senior VP for Government, Community and Public Affairs and Joyce Wilkerson, Senior Advisor to the president for Community Relations and Development will discuss community engagement and Temple's relationship with its North Philadelphia neighbors

3:30 pm - 4:00 pm
• Small group-based dialogues about next steps/action steps (Karen Umemoto, facilitator)

4:00 pm - 4:30 pm
• Small groups report back regarding specific actions items generated from the activities of the day (Karen Umemoto, facilitator)

4:30 pm
• Drawing #2 for tablet computer: small group discussion participants are eligible.

4:35 pm
• Reception at the Charles L. Blockson Collection
  Sullivan Hall, 1330 Polett Walk, Room 7